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If you are seeking intensely powerful sub-bass that compromises nothing in terms of sound
quality, the 12W6v3 is your ultimate ally. This highly advanced Subwoofer offers several
technologies shared with the flagship W7AE subwoofers to provide powerful advantages in
motor linearity and suspension behavior. These combine with a very efficient cooling circuit to
deliver reduced distortion and outstanding dynamic balance. The 12W6v3 is best used with
amplifier power in the W - W range and is optimized to operate in a sealed enclosure with only 1.
Detailed enclosure recommendations can be found in the "Specifications" tab. Greater
excursion capability and higher power handling distinguish it from our 12W3v3 inch Subwoofer,
allowing for higher output. All other specifications remain the same. Download detailed sealed
enclosure information. This vent is located around the JL Audio badge at the rear of the
speaker. A minimum distance of 0. If you are using 0. Do not use any material with a thickness
of less than 0. Box volume displacement, port displacement and brace displacement must be
added to obtain the final gross internal volume. All enclosure dimensions listed have already
taken this into account. We do not recommend the use of this subwoofer with a passive
crossover coil , as this type of device will adversely affect performance. Safety Notice
Prolonged exposure to sound pressure levels in excess of dB can cause permanent hearing
loss. This high-performance speaker can exceed this level. Please exercise restraint in its
operation in order to preserve your ability to enjoy its fidelity. When installing a subwoofer in
your vehicle, it is extremely important to secure the enclosure firmly. We recommend bolting
the enclosure through the metal of the floorpan or the frame of the vehicle with large diameter
washers for reinforcement. If an enclosure is not firmly attached, it can become a projectile in a
collision. This is particularly important in a hatchback, station wagon, sports utility vehicle, or
van. Download detailed ported enclosure information. Summary: JL Audio's proprietary
Dynamic Motor Analysis system is a powerful suite of FEA-based modeling systems, first
developed by JL Audio in and refined over the years to scientifically address the issue of
speaker motor linearity. This leads to vastly reduced distortion and faithfully reproduced
transients This research is aimed at decoding what we refer to as the "Loudspeaker Genome"
Starting with the 15W3 and the W7 Subwoofers in the late 's and early 's, DMA has played an
important role in the design of all JL Audio woofers sold today, including our component
woofers. DMA is a Finite Element Analysis FEA -based system, meaning that it takes a large,
complex problem, breaks it down into small solution elements for analysis and then assembles
the data to form an accurate, "big-picture" solution. This gives us a highly accurate model of a
speaker's actual behavior under real power, something that the traditional Thiele-Small models
or other low power measurements cannot do. Because DMA does not rely on a steady-state
model, it is able to consider shifts in the circuit elements being analyzed. These modeling
routines are intense, requiring hours to run for a whole speaker. DMA is able to analyze the real
effects of fluctuating power and excursion upon the magnetic circuit of the motor, specifically
the dynamic variations of the "fixed" magnetic field. This delivers intensely valuable information
compared to traditional modeling, which assumes that the "fixed" field produced in the air gap
by the magnet and the motor plates is unchanging. DMA not only shows that this "fixed" field
changes in reaction to the magnetic field created by current flowing through the voice coil, but
it helps our engineers arrive at motor solutions that minimize this instability. Analyzing this
behavior is critical to understanding the distortion mechanisms of a speaker motor and sheds
light on the aspects of motor design that determine truly linear behavior:. Our ability to fully
analyze these aspects of motor behavior allows our transducer engineers to make critical
adjustments to motor designs that result in extremely linear, highly stable dynamic loudspeaker
motor systems. Summary: JL Audio's patented Elevated Frame Cooling design delivers cool air
through slots directly above the top-plate to the voice coil of the speaker. This not only
enhances power handling, but also sound quality by minimizing dynamic parameter shifts and
power compression. Detailed Information: Many speakers employ venting techniques to
enhance voice coil cooling. This is typically accomplished by having big holes in the sides of
the frame just below the spider attachment shelf. While it provides a modest cooling benefit,
this low-velocity air-flow does not blow directly or strongly on the voice coil. Our patented
design improves upon this cooling technique in a number of ways. By elevating the frame
above the top-plate of the motor via stand-offs integrated into the bottom of the frame a narrow,
high-velocity air-path is created between the bottom surface of the frame and the top surface of
the top-plate. This air path leads directly to the voice coil and then turns upward into the spider
air cavity. By utilizing the pumping action of the spider through this focused air path, a large
volume of cool air hits the coil windings directly. Another important benefit is that the upper
surface of the top-plate one of the speaker's hottest parts is directly exposed to cooling air flow,
whereas on a conventional design it is isolated from the air flow by the lower flange of the
frame. The elevated frame technology greatly increases thermal power handling, reduces

compression effects and does so without any additional parts. Summary: This assembly
technique, conceived by JL Audio, ensures proper surround geometry in the assembled
speaker for better excursion control and dynamic voice coil alignment. This feature helps
ensure concentricity of the surround, spider and voice coil without torquing the suspension to
achieve it. This allows for the inevitable, slight variations in production part dimensions without
having them negatively impact the integrity of the suspension and coil-centering at high
excursions. Detailed Information: The bullet-shaped structure inside the pole-vent directs
airflow and increases air velocity to effectively reduce voice coil temperature, leading to
improved fidelity and reliability. Summary: Information on connecting the dual voice coils using
the Terminal Jumper System. BOTH voice coils must be connected to the amplifier in series or
parallel for the speaker to operate properly. These are located behind the main input connectors
and are used to interconnect the dual voice coils in one of two ways:. Diagram B: Parallel
Connection 2 ohm nominal impedance per speaker Use two jumpers This is the way the speaker
is configured at the factory. After verifying that the tabs are properly configured using the
supplied jumper s , connect the amplifier's output wires to the W6v2's main input pushterminals
and install the speaker into the enclosure. Warning: Failure to properly connect the
configuration tabs will result in no output and may damage the speaker. Summary: Carefully
engineered lead-wire design and attachments ensure controlled, quiet lead-wire behavior under
the most extreme excursion demands. Detailed Information: Managing the lead-wires on a
long-excursion woofer is one of the trickier aspects of its mechanical design. To address this,
many long-excursion woofers today rely on a simple solution that weaves the lead-wires into
the spider rear suspension of the driver. The biggest problem with this approach is that spider
limiting behavior plays a hugely important role a woofer's performance. Lead-wires that are
attached or woven into the spider material can alter the spider's "stretching" behavior. The
tinsel wire naturally has less 'give' than the fabric material of the spider leading to asymmetrical
spider behavior and non-uniform stress distribution around the spider circumference. The wire
attachment points can also cause localized pulling and tearing forces at the spider's excursion
limits. As such, longevity becomes a major concern and makes the woven-in design less than
ideal for very long-excursion designs. While a traditional 'flying lead' design does not
compromise spider linearity or radial stability, it creates its own challenges on a long-excursion
woofer. Managing the 'whipping' behavior of the wire and making sure it does not contact the
cone or spider is one challenge. Another is ensuring that the leads do not short one another or
the frame of the woofer. To overcome these issues, JL Audio's engineered flying lead-wires
work in conjunction with carefully engineered entry and exit support structures molded into the
terminals and the voice coil collar. Some models also feature jacketed lead-wires to further
reduce the likelihood of shorting and fatigue. The result is flawless high-excursion lead-wire
behavior, with outstanding reliability and none of the compromises inherent to a woven-in lead
wire system. Building woofers this way requires much more labor and parts complexity than the
simpler woven-in approach, but the payoff is in reduced distortion, reduced mechanical noise
and improved reliability. Summary: This removable ring can be painted to match the installation
theme and directly receives JL Audio grille mesh inserts sold separately. Detailed Information:
This ABS trim ring is molded in black, but that doesn't mean it has to stay that way. By custom
painting it, you can match your installation theme and create a personalized look.
Specifically-designed grille mesh inserts are available separately and fit into the inner diameter
of the trim ring. Helpful Tip: Installing the grille mesh inserts is much easier before mounting
the woofer into the enclosure. Summary: JL Audio's Miramar, Florida loudspeaker production
facility is one of the most advanced in the world. This, combined with our commitment to
state-of-the-art assembly technology, allows our skilled workforce to efficiently build JL Audio
products to extremely high quality standards, right here in the U. Since most of our premium
loudspeakers incorporate proprietary, patented technologies requiring specific assembly
techniques, we find it is vital that the people who designed them have close access to the
people manufacturing them. Please hold on to your sales receipt! All warranty service requires
original sales receipt documentation. The warranty only applies to the original purchaser from
an authorized retailer. Note: Products purchased from unauthorized dealers are not covered
under warranty. Product owned by anyone other than the original purchaser from an authorized
JL Audio dealer. The warranty is not transferable and will not apply to products purchased from
unauthorized dealers. Product that has been physically abused run over by a car or beat with a
hammer, for example. Product that has not been installed according to the instructions in the
owner's manual 5. Product damaged cosmetically due to improper handling or normal wear and
tear 7. Product damaged in an accident, due to criminal activity attempted theft, gunshot
damage, etc. Custom finishes or other cosmetic treatments applied to products. JL Audio will
not be responsible for restoring or maintaining any custom finishes 9. Installation and shipping

costs associated with removing, re-installing or shipping the product to JL Audio for warranty
service Ask your dealer for details on warranty limitations. Direct returns from consumers or
non-authorized dealers will be refused unless specifically authorized by JL AUDIO with a valid
return authorization number. Warranty expiration on products returned without proof of
purchase will be determined from the manufacturing date code. Coverage may be invalidated as
this date is previous to purchase date. Return only defective components. Non-defective items
received will be returned freight-collect. Freight damage on returns is not covered under
warranty. Always include proof of purchase sales receipt. Sign-up today! Stay informed about
new products and promotions. You can update your preferences anytime. Enter your email
Subscribe. Search Search. Your Shopping Cart It appears that your cart is currently empty!
Available in stores only Find a Dealer. General Specifications. Physical Specifications. Free Air
Resonance Fs Sealed Enclosure Specifications. Ported Enclosure Specifications. The payoff is
reduced distortion, improved transient performance and stellar sound quality. Elevated Frame
Cooling U. Patent 6,, Summary: This assembly technique, conceived by JL Audio, ensures
proper surround geometry in the assembled speaker for better excursion control and dynamic
voice coil alignment. Patent 6,, Summary: In high-powered Subwoofers, thermal management is
essential. Engineered Lead-Wire System U. Patent 7,, Summary: Carefully engineered lead-wire
design and attachments ensure controlled, quiet lead-wire behavior under the most extreme
excursion demands. Customizable Trim Ring Summary: This removable ring can be painted to
match the installation theme and directly receives JL Audio grille mesh inserts sold separately.
Built in U. Find a Dealer. Available in stores only. Related Products. View All Car Audio. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to
main content. See All Buying Options. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. JL Audio 12W3v Next page. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? Customers who bought this item also bought. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Product Dimensions 11 x 14 x 14 inches Item
Weight Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. The real JL W6. Arrived on time. If you love low bass
tones then this is it. Vibrates everything in my car and the cars next to mine. Images in this
review. This is one of the most crisp sounding subwoofers i have purchased. I have put 1 in my
dodge challenger with a rms jbl amp. And 1 in my boat with a rms ppi amp. Biggest
recommendation is use a proper amp to run this sucker. I get constant compliments on the boat
woofer. I dont have many people in the car so that makes sense. Awesome woofer, used to have
Digital Designs and no were near the sound quality! This sub is awesome!!! Clean as they come.
Nice smooth deep bass. More then enough. I have it a Infiniti qx50 suv. You dont need any more
then that. The 12W6v3 is the best subwoofer I have seen. It is worth its price. This subwoofer
hits harder than 2 12s. Can't go wrong with JL! Best subs I've ever had and all the bass I'll ever
need. Paired this up with a Kicker amp running at watts RMS in a sealed box and the bass hits
low and hits hard and the quality is super clean. Bass sounds like its coming from inside the
cabin instead of the trunk. The silver inner trim ring gives it a nice fresh look and makes it
instanly recognizable. This sub is made in Florida. The 12w6 arrived on time, and it is the real
thing. No counterfeit china crap. This sub is made in Florida, and is amazing! Jl audio is the
world's best. The only thing I recommend. This speaker is
water pump wiring diagram
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absolutely worth buying. That's if you are wanting to be sick with bass. Oh, definitely a vented
box. See all reviews. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and

Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

